IF YOU HAVE SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

- STAY HOME.
- ISOLATE YOURSELF FROM OTHERS.
- CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN.

SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 INCLUDE

- COUGH
- SHORTNESS OF BREATH OR DIFFICULTY BREATHING
- FEVER
- CHILLS
- MUSCLE PAIN
- SORE THROAT
- NEW LOSS OF TASTE OR SMELL
WASH YOUR HANDS FREQUENTLY WITH SOAP AND WATER FOR AT LEAST 20 SECONDS OR USE HAND SANITIZER WITH 60% ALCOHOL.
MAINTAIN A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST SIX FEET FROM OTHERS.
AVOID TOUCHING YOUR FACE WITH UNWASHED HANDS.
This conference room should not be used for in-person meetings at this time.
ONLY ONE PERSON AT A TIME MAY ACCESS THIS ELEVATOR.
ONLY ONE PERSON AT A TIME MAY ACCESS THIS SPACE.
AVOID SHARING PERSONAL OR WORK ITEMS.

E.G. PHONES, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, DESKS, PENS, OTHER OFFICE EQUIPMENT
HELP PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19

■ WEAR A FACE COVERING.
■ MAINTAIN SIX FEET OF DISTANCE.
■ WASH HANDS FREQUENTLY.
■ AVOID TOUCHING YOUR FACE.
■ STAY HOME IF YOU ARE SICK.
Wear a face covering to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Proper use:
- Make sure you can breathe through it.
- Make sure it covers your nose and mouth.
- Wash after using.
WEAR A FACE COVERING TO HELP PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19.
YOU MUST WEAR A FACE COVERING TO ENTER THIS BUILDING.
YOU MUST WEAR A FACE COVERING TO ENTER THIS OFFICE.
YOU MUST WEAR A FACE COVERING AT THIS EVENT.
PHYSICAL DISTANCING IN EFFECT

THIS SEAT IS TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE
THIS DOOR IS CLOSED.

PLEASE USE AN ALTERNATE ENTRANCE.